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Advocate Rajiv Rajpurohit is Advocate Rajiv Rajpurohit is best divorce lawyer in Ahmedabadbest divorce lawyer in Ahmedabad with with
over 10 years of expertise and experience. We are one of the best full-over 10 years of expertise and experience. We are one of the best full-
service law firms based in Ahmedabad specializing in divorce andservice law firms based in Ahmedabad specializing in divorce and
criminal cases, with over 10 years of expertise. With our honest andcriminal cases, with over 10 years of expertise. With our honest and
transparent approach, clear communications, and simplified process,transparent approach, clear communications, and simplified process,
we secure the proper outcomes for you and your family whilewe secure the proper outcomes for you and your family while
minimizing stress. We have been recommended by many of our clientsminimizing stress. We have been recommended by many of our clients
searching for a divorce lawyer in Ahmedabad to help them in theirsearching for a divorce lawyer in Ahmedabad to help them in their
litigation in the court of law.litigation in the court of law.

Our comprehensive legal services cover all aspects of divorce, Our comprehensive legal services cover all aspects of divorce, mutualmutual
consent divorceconsent divorce, , NRI divorce lawyerNRI divorce lawyer, , maintenancemaintenance, , domesticdomestic
violenceviolence, , child custodychild custody, , adoptionadoption, restitution, and other, restitution, and other
matrimonial cases, civil and criminal law. Advocate Rajiv Rajpurohitmatrimonial cases, civil and criminal law. Advocate Rajiv Rajpurohit
and his team are to help you get the desired outcome cost-efficientlyand his team are to help you get the desired outcome cost-efficiently
so that you can move on with your life quickly.so that you can move on with your life quickly.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/advocate-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/advocate-
rajiv-rajpurohit-17834rajiv-rajpurohit-17834
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